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Enable Zero Trust in Oracle PeopleSoft

with Adaptive Multi-Factor Authentication

Duo Security® Now Integrates with Appsian to Deliver 
Application & Transaction Level Data Security

Organizations are moving to a zero trust authentication model to 

manage the business risks created by the myriad of users (and 

devices) accessing sensitive business data. For traditional, 

on-premise ERP applications like Oracle PeopleSoft, establishing 

a deep integration that enables zero trust through multi-factor 

authentication (MFA) presents significant challenges.

 

To ensure PeopleSoft customers are aligned to zero trust, Duo 

Security has partnered with Appsian, the global leader in ERP data 

security. Duo customers can expand the use of MFA throughout 

PeopleSoft using application and transaction level integration.

 

Using the Appsian Security Platform, a configurable plugin that 

installs directly into the PeopleSoft web server, PeopleSoft 

customers can extend their current use of Duo MFA without 

running the risk of complex customizations or user push-back.

Advantages of Enabling
PeopleSoft MFA with

Duo/Appsian

Fastest Path to Zero Trust

Enable Data Security

Avoid User-Pushback

Appsian is a lightweight plugin,

with an implementation timeline

for 2-3 weeks (avg.)

Appsian helps you focus security 

strategies on data, not just user 

authentication.

Integration enables adaptive MFA 

that challenges based on level of 

risk. Ensuring MFA challenges are 

deployed only where business

and security teams feel are

most appropriate.
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To get a demonstration of the Duo/Appsian PeopleSoft integration –

contact your Duo Account Manager today!

8111 Lyndon B Johnson Fwy. Dallas, TX 75251   +1 (469) 906-2100

       info@appsian.com
© Appsian 2020

Risk-Aware and Adaptive MFA

Step-Up Authentication at Transaction Level of PeopleSoft

Once installed, Appsian provides the risk-aware rules engine that aligns context of

access with risk – deploying MFA challenges based on user attributes:

Expand the use of Duo MFA, down to specific data fields within a transaction. Protect highly 

sensitive data fields from unauthorized access:

Geographic Location Device Type Time-of-Day User Role/Privilege

Direct Deposit

Account

Compensation Social Security/

National ID

Grades or Financial Aid

(for Campus Solutions)


